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M. H. Breitner, B. Koslik, O. von Stryk, H. J. PeschTechnische Universit�at M�unchen, Mathematisches Institut,D{80290 M�unchen, Germany.E-mail: breitner@mathematik.tu-muenchen.deAbstractMicroeconomic models, e.g., concern models, usually su�er from too simple dynamic equations andfrom too unrealistic economic data. We investigate a new iterative design method, including numericalsimulation, numerical solution of optimal control problems by direct optimization methods and modeling.The capability of the method is demonstrated by the re�nement of a quite simple �rst concern model.In the end, very complex micro- and macroecononomic phenomenona known from reality, have beenobtained for various numerical calculations.Introduction and �rst concern modelMathematical models of microeconomic processes are very important for many purposes. These modelscan, e.g., help to explain macroeconomic phenomenona or help to improve the mangement of a concern.Especially concern models are well known in literature, see, e.g., Feichtinger and Hartl (1986),Hilten et al. (1993), Kamien and Schwartz (1981), Kort (1989), Kort et al. (1991) and Lesourneand Leban (1978). The proposed concern models generally can be (and should be!) improved by anadditional re�nement. Usual insu�ciencies are:� Quite simple dynamic equations to enable an analytic calculation of the optimal open-loopor feedback controls or/and the optimal limit cycles.� Inexact economic data and inexact data of the concern due to the di�culties to get and touse these data for numerical calculations.� Fuzzy de�nition of the business policy due to di�erent possible management approaches.In the sequel we will illustrate the iterative re�nement of a concern model via numerical simulation,numerical solution of optimal control problems by direct optimization methods and modeling. For the�rst model we use, see Lesourne and Leban (1978), Feichtinger and Hartl (1986) andWill (1992):_X = (1� �)P �D ; (1)_Y = I � � (X + Y )� (1� �)P +D ; (2)_J = e�rtD (3)with P = pF �! L��k Y �� (X + Y ) and F = � (X+Y )�k L�l . The dot denotes the derivative w. r. t.the independent variable t 2 [t0; tf ]. Initial time t0 and terminal time tf are �xed. The state variablesX;Y and J denote equity capital and loan capital of the concern and the accumulation of the discounteddividends, respectively. With the output F , the pro�t P is the di�erence between sales proceeds pFand labour costs !L, loan capital costs �k Y , and depreciation � (X + Y ). � denotes the tax rate and rdenotes the notational interest on equity capital. The performance index J(tf ) is to be maximized withthe control functions D; I; and L, which denote dividend, investment, and number of employees. Thestate constraints 0 � Y and Y � �X (borrowing limit) and the control constraints 0 � D, 0 � I � Imax,and 0 � L have to be ful�lled for all t 2 [t0; tf ]. For analytical and numerical calculations with this �rst



concern model, see Lesourne and Leban (1978), Feichtinger and Hartl (1986), Will (1992) andKoslik et al. (1993).Re�nement of the �rst concern modelNew direct optimization methods, e.g., the direct collocation method DIRCOL, see von Stryk (1993),von Stryk and Bulirsch (1992), enable an comfortable, fast and reliable numerical solution of optimalcontrol problems. In detail, major advantages of the direct collocation method are:� Even non di�erentiable model functions, e.g., i and �k in the new model, can be handled,since no explicit numerical integration of the di�erential equations is done, see Fig. 1.� The large domain of convergence enables the computation of the optimal solution even witha poor initial guess.� Although the calculation of the adjoint di�erential equations is not necessary, the directcollocation method DIRCOL yields accurate estimates for the adjoint variables. Theseestimates facilitate the use of an highly accurate indirect optimization method, e.g., themultiple shooting method.14%
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Fig. 1: Real economic functionswith mean value and uctuationfor the period May 1983 to May1993 in Germany (West): Ina-tion rate i (thick black curve),interest rate �k for loan capital(thin dark gray curve), currentyield �m (thick gray curve) andtwo risk premium rates �r lowand �r high for the equity capitalin the concern (thin light graycurves).Various re�nements of the �rst concern model (1) { (3) lead to the new concern model:_S = Sc ; (4)_L = Lc ; (5)_Y = Yc ; (6)_X = +I + (1� �) (P � �rX) ; (7)_Xm = �I + (1� �)Xm �m ; (8)_Xr = (1� �) �r X ; (9)_d = �d ln (1 + i) (10)with F = � (X + Y )�k L�l ;and P = 1d (p (F � Sc)� � S � ! L)� �k Y � � (X + Y ) :Equations (4) and (5) represent the level of stocks S 2 [Smin; Smax] and number of employees L � 0 (newcontrols Sc 2 [Sc;min; Sc;max] and Lc 2 [Lc;min; Lc;max]). The loan capital Y 2 [0; �X ] can be controlledvia the new control Yc 2 [Yc;min; Yc;max] replacing the former I , see (2) and (6). The owner of the equitycapital X � 0 in the concern holds a remaining part Xm � 0 of his capital in alternative capital assets,e.g., �xed-interest stocks. With the help of the investment I 2 [Imin; Imax], the capital ow between Xand Xm can be directed, see (7) and (8). The demand for a risk premium by the owner of the equitycapital X � 0 in the concern is modeled in Eq. (9). For numerical calculations with real economic data



or realistically modeled economic cycles, see Breitner et al. (1993) and Koslik et al. (1993), it isnecessary, to calculate an exact discounting function d(t) for a variable ination i(t). The derivation ofthe Eq. (10) and the initial condition d(t0) = 1 for d(t) can be found in Koslik et al. (1993). For theinvestigation of realistically modeled economic cycles it is comfortable, to add the equation_kp = 2�kl(t) (11)for the position kp in an economic cycle with the initial condition kp(t0) = kp;0. The duration kl ofthe economic cycle can be chosen even discontinuous. With the help of kp, the economic functions canbe modeled as trigonometric functions, e.g., i(t) := im + iv sin kp(t). All the economic parameters andfunction, e.g., � and � have been determined carefully. The owner of the capital (X + Xm) and themanagement of the concern try to maximize the total pro�t,Z = X (tf ) +Xm (tf ) + (1� �) p S(tf )d(tf ) �! max !with respect to the control functions Sc; Lc; Yc and I .The derivation of the Eqs. (4) { (11), the related initial conditions and the state and control constraints forthe design of a realistic concern model requires some iterations of simulation, optimization and modeling.Optimal solutions for various economic settings have to be calculated numerically for all preliminarymodels. These solutions must be compared to well known real phenomenona in micro- and macroeconomy,see, e.g., Heinen (1985). A further re�nement of the model { equations, boundary conditions, constraintsor model functions { is required, as long as unrealistic solutions are obtained. The �nal, complex andvery realistic concern model can be found in Koslik et al. (1993).Numerical resultsVarious numerical calculations with the realistic concern model have shown its validity. The optimalsolutions gain insight into the optimal management of a concern on the one hand and can help tounderstand macroeconomic phenomenona on the other hand. The numerical results include optimalsolutions and optimal limit cycles� for the real data of the ination i, the interest rate for loan capital �k and the current yield�m, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2;� for realistic economic cycles including non-constant cycle duration kl 2 [3 years; 9 years];� di�erent planing horizons tf (1 year, 3, 5 and 10 years);� for the best possible duration kl�(t) of the economic cycle related to the initial conditions(best case analysis), see Fig. 3;� for the worst possible duration kl�(t) of the economic cycle related to the initial conditions(worst case analysis).
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Fig. 2: History of loan capital Y ver-sus equity capital X (black curve) forthe moderate risk premium �r low. Thedots on the curve mark the collocationnodes of the direct collocation methodDIRCOL. The borrowing limit (thickgray line) and lines of constant joint cap-ital G := X+Y (thin gray lines) are alsodepicted.
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